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Site
Port Morris is located in south bronx which is an industrial district after the 
construction of the first railroad there. Many of these companies   settled here 
for a long time, and have occupied Port Morris’ shoreline from Harlem River 
to East River up until the present day and this situation has caused a lot of 
problematic issues
Data from FEMA shows that the projected sea level rise will impact Port Morris 
shoreline. This challenge may be a great opportunity for the solution of its 
current issues.
Overview
Port Morris has played an important role in the industrial realm of New York 
City since 1842. After the construction of the first Railroad in Port Morris, 
the area became an accumulation zone of factories and warehouses. These 
settlements, over time, though, have caused certain problems.
The waterfront area cannot be reached by the public:  traffic is dense, air 
pollution is prevalent. The particle pollution in Port Morris is 2.6 micrograms per 
cubic meter, the highest in New York City.  Across the three miles of shoreline, 
there are only three spots where people are able to access the waterfront. 
Besides that, Bronx has the highest unemployment ratio and criminal issues 
as well as the rate of asthma in the city. All of these negative associations 
make the Bronx an area that people are perhaps unwilling to experience. Port 
Morris, which is positioned in the middle of Manhattan and the Bronx, seems 
like a barrier in this city.
The situation of Port Morris is currently occupying a difficult position. Some 
urban designers have already proposed the design for a new waterfront 
area. However, the industrial plants still occupy the shoreline and continue 
to expand. The projected sea level rise, which may seem like a threat to most 
parts of New York City, is acting as a great opportunity for Port Morris to 
transform into a green connection between Manhattan and Bronx. What this 
thesis is trying to learn is how people’s relationship with shoreline change in 
order to recreate this urban barrier into an engaging space for citizens. 
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Phase 1 Investigation
History and Current Issues in Port Morris
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Abstract
In Phase 1, two issues are investigated: the history of Port Morris and the 
shoreline of Port Morris. Port Morris has been an accumulation zone of 
industry since the first railway was built by Gouverneur Morris Jr. in 1842.  The 
area is still primarily industrial, situated between Manhattan and the Bronx. Its 
shoreline has been occupied by factories and warehouses since the mid-to-late 
19th century and does not have a valuable waterfront area. 
Introduction
Methods
The site is located within South Bronx, connecting with Mott Haven and 
Randall’s Island, which has  long shorelines from Harlem River to East River. As 
well as this,  since the construction of the first railway on the site in 1843, Port 
Morris has become so dominated by industry  that its shorelines are  occupied 
by all kinds of industrial plants.  As the sea level continues to rise in New York 
City, these industrial areas may be impacted in the future.
1.Collect information about Port Morris and its industrial history.
2.Compare the data of Port Morris and New York City
3.Analyze the projected data of sea level rise in P
1312
History of Development
In 1842 Gouverneur construct an railway named Spuyeten Duyvil and Port Morris Railroad, we start to call this place Port Morris. After the 
construction of railway, Port Morris become a accumulation zone of factory and Warehouse. Until now, it is still an industrial zone in New 
York City. In 1917, the Hell Gate Bridge was built and become an landmark of this area. When comes to the beginning of 21th century, the 
government starts to rejuvenate and improve the environment in this area. In 2015, Randall’s Island Connector was built which was one point 
of  South Bronx Green Way.
South Bronx Greenway New Harlem River Yard The Haven Project
2006 2013 2015
New York Restoration ProjectHunts PointVision Plan Urban Designers’ Proposal
Past Proposals
The past proposals are all aiming to vastly improve access to the waterfront, provide much-needed recreational opportunities, 
improve transportation safety, and enhance the network of bike and pedestrian paths on the South Bronx peninsula.
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Open Space and Residential Area Available Cafe AreaMix Land use Diagram
(Resource: https://data.ny.gov/)
Real Estate Price Bachelor’s degree or higher Unemployment Criminal Rate Rate of Asthma in NYC
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Context Analyses
(Data Resource: https://data.ny.gov/)
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Air Polution Index
(2) PM2.5 from traffics contributes to adverse healthe effects
(1)Major sources of PM2.5 in NYC
(Data Resource: http://a816-dohbesp.nyc.gov/IndicatorPublic/traffic/index.html)
(3)PM2.5 traffic pollution region in NYC
Trucks and buses in NYC
Cars in NYC
All motor vehicles outside NYC
1.75-2.60 μg/m³
1.38-1.74 μg/m³
1.10-1.37 μg/m³
0.84-1.09 μg/m³
0.57-0.83 μg/m³
0.33-0.56 μg/m³
1716 Action Environmental Service
Enlightened
Waster Management
New York Post
Fedex Shipping Center
Site Analyses of current shoreline
Castle Oil
Energy Corporation
Beer Distribution
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Waterfront Occupation
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Projected Flood Zone in New York City
2020s 2050s 2080s 2100s
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Projected High Tide Zone in Port Morris
2020s 2050s 2080s 2100s
(Resource: https://data.ny.gov/) (Resource: https://data.ny.gov/)
This is the GIS Map from New York Open Data showing how the Flooding would impact the urban areas in New York City. Projected High Tide Zone Map shows the Sea Level Rise will starts impact Port Morris at 2050s.
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Port Morris has played an important role in the industrial realm of New York 
City since 1842. After the construction of the first Railroad in Port Morris, 
the area became an accumulation zone of factories and warehouses.  Many 
of these companies   settled here for a long time, and have occupied Port 
Morris’ shoreline from Harlem River to East River up until the present day. 
These settlements have caused some problems in terms of accessibility and 
environmental issues in Port Morris. The waterfront area cannot be reached by 
the public, traffic is dense, air pollution is prevalent, to name a few examples. 
The government and urban designers are looking for a solution to these 
problems.
South Bronx Greenway, New Harlem River Yard and Haven Project, all intend 
to vastly improve access to the waterfront, provide much-needed recreational 
opportunities, improve transportation safety, and enhance the network of bike 
and pedestrian paths on the South Bronx peninsula. 
Referring to City Data of New York City, the most problematic issues   were 
mainly connected to un-employment, crime and air pollution. These issues are 
mostly caused by its particular location - one that is surrounded by the truck 
routes connecting Manhattan and Bronx. At the same time, the land use of 
Port Morris, which is occupied by most shipping centers in New York City, 
makes these issues even worse.
The shoreline of Port Morris is very unique in South Bronx. It acts as an 
important industrial line as well as the connection to both North Manhattan 
and Randall’s Island. However, the shoreline is now in an awkward situation. 
On one hand, residents want to have an accessible waterfront area; on another 
hand, industrial plants still occupy the shoreline and continue to expand. 
Findings + Conclusions Assessment
The history of Port Morris provides a lot of information about its industrial 
development, however, the research should have more information about the 
shoreline and its past flooding zones. The current issues in Port Morris could 
not provide with enough details to the original research. Instead, the findings 
led the research in another direction. While this new direction was interesting, 
because it reveals more about social issues in Port Morris, it ended up this 
from its original hypothesis.  So it should return to its original research plan 
and find more data about the change in the shoreline .
From a zoom out view, Port Morris is an important industrial district in South 
Bronx, while the index shows the coastal industrial district may be inundated 
in the future. According to the data analyses of Port Morris, this site may face 
even worse un-employment in the future. It is better to understand its current 
issues and, consequently, a design intention. In Phase 2 it is important to carry 
out more research on the impact of sea level rise to Port Morris, and some 
precedent studies of shoreline resilience. 
Data from FEMA shows that the projected sea level rise will impact the 
whole shoreline in New York City. The Port Morris shoreline will most 
certainly be affected. This challenge may be a great opportunity for the 
transformation of Port Morris. Phase 2 will focus on the research of the 
projected new shoreline of Port Morris and examine new ways to occupy it.
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Phase 2 Projection
The Evolution of Shoreline in Port Morris
2524
Abstract
Following on from the findings in Phase 1, this phase is mainly about the 
evolution of the shoreline in Port Morris. Through the analysis of projection 
on GIS mapping, this phase provides a series of projected maps showing the 
future situation of Port Morris.
Concept Models of Evolution on Shoreline
Introduction
Methods
Historical documents show that the shoreline of Port Morris has been 
occupied by industry since the 1880s. This situation causes a lot of issues on 
the site as people really want to change this situation. However, due to some 
government regulations, the land use could not be changed in recent years. 
But, in the future, with the impact of sea level rise, the shoreline may start to 
change, and this would definitely promote the evolution of land use along the 
shoreline in Port Morris.
1.Collect information from GIS data.
2.Analyze the data and transform them onto the map.
3.Map the projected situation of Port Morris.
4.Create a new zoning map of shoreline in Port Morris according to the 
evolution of shoreline.
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Port Morris’ Current Shoreline
A
A’
B
B’
C
C’
According to the data from NOAA, we could know the current high tide level is 8.12. Sections of current accessible waterfront areas shows the 
phenomena on the site and the relationship between people and shoreline.
Tidal Datum of Port Morris
(Resource: https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/datums.
html?id=8518750)
A-A’  Section of Current Situation
Waterfront Section
This waterfront area is located at the end of 132nd Avenue. However, the wooddeck of this place is broken and the place is surrouned by fences.
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C-C’ Section of Current Situation
B’
B-B’ Section of Current Situation
Waterfront Section Waterfront Section
This waterfront area is at the end of Lincoin Avenue where intersects with the railway. It provides a good view to Harlem, however, the situation is 
not convenient for people to get there.
This waterfront area is located at Randall’s Connector which is the connection to Randall’s Island. Its two sides are occupied by Fedex Shipping 
Center and New York Post.
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2020s-2050s
Projected Situation of Port Morris’ Shoreline
2020s 2050s 2080s 2100s
2020s 2050s 2080s 2100s
Evolution of Shoreline
Projection of Inundated Area in HIgh Tide
138th Street 136th Street 138th Street
2080s 2100s
2020s 2050s 2080s 2100s
2020s 2050s 2080s 2100s
Evolution of Pathway
Projection of Inundated Buildings in HIgh Tide
136th Street 138th Street 136th Street
Sea Level Rise will impact Port Morris’ main industial area since 2080s. These diagrams shows two streets situation happens in different time scales when the 
tide will influnce different places due to the topography.
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Combined Map of 2080 Port Morris Combined Map of 2100 Port Morris
When Sea Level Rise starts to impact the land use of  Port Morris, there will be a new shoreline of Port Morris and at the same time, the circulation system 
will be impacted either.
In 2100s, most part of Port Morris will be impacted by tidal change. This map shows the main infulence caused by tidal change.
Circulation System
New Shoreline
Current Shoreline
Inundated Buildings
Circulation System
New Shoreline
Current Shoreline
Inundated Buildings
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Adaptive Typologies
Performance Stage Tidal Stairs
Skateboard Park
Art Exhibition Reuse of Warehouse Waterfront Greenway
Aquaculture Farm Extrem Sports Park Reuse of Building Foundation
Perspective of Warehouse Basketball Court
Adaptive Proposal
In order to reuse the buildings in sea level rise, new programs should be attached in Port Morris, which will not vulnerable to tide change.
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Perspective of Skateboarding Street Perspective of Foundation Pool
Adaptive Proposal Adaptive Proposal
Skateboarding Street could adapt to tidal change and at the same time, it could act as a buffer zone stopping water flowing to other working places. In terms of some inundated places along the shoreline, we could utilize their construction structures to develop new programs.
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     Port Morris may not be a good place for industry anymore because of the sea 
level rise in the future. The future occupancy of shoreline will be an evolution 
that we need to know more about its current situation, future situation and 
future utilization of shoreline areas. 
     There are now 3 spots leading people to the waterfront area, but two of 
them have been blocked by the fences. Although there is one that could let 
people come to the waterfront, there is nothing valuable in that area. This 
situation may change by the evolution of shoreline. Through the overlapping of 
GIS map, it shows all the projections of future situation that will happen in sea 
level rise. According to the data from NOAA and the analyses of mapping, the 
future high tide is 9ft in 2050, 12ft in 2080 and 14ft in 2100. This future situation 
would definitely change the relationship between people and shoreline. 
     According to the combined map, the area in the east is occupied by a 
lot of warehouses, which would change a lot in sea level rise. The inundated 
area would generate the chance to rebuild the relationship between people 
and the shoreline. Through some case studies about waterfront areas, some 
programs may fit to the future of Port Morris’ shoreline, which could provide 
more accessible waterfront area. The zoning plan is designed to be the future 
land use of inundated space and will be developed in Phase 3.
Findings + Conclusions Assessment
     Sea level rise is happening now and what we need to do is planning a living 
method, thriving in this situation. Through the analyses of projected high tide, 
this phase has built a new typology for shoreline in Port Morris. However, this 
typology should be more systematic on its framework, function and adaptive 
method. Besides that, the timeline in phase 2 seems too long. In terms of the 
timeline, especially in this uncertain situation, it may be better to change it to 
a multiple future milestones, which may happen depend on external forces. 
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Phase 3 Planning
The New Scenario of Port Morris
4342
Abstract
Through an understanding of projected inundated area, people could rebuild 
the shoreline area in three periods: the first construction would be completed 
in 2050; the second in 2080; and the third in 2100. With the construction of 
the new shoreline in Port Morris,  it will become the connection between 
Manhattan and Bronx.
Introduction
Methods
Port Morris is going to become a highly populated place due to the future 
sea level rise. We should view sea level rise as an opportunity to re-build Port 
Morris. This opportunity would transform Port Morris into a green connection 
between Manhattan and the Bronx, and inspire people’s engagement with 
this place.
1.Create new zoning map of Port Morris
2.Work on sections for important places
3.Develop details with perspectives
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2050 Zoning Plan Function Diagram
Shoreline
Linear Wetland
South Bronx Greenway
Railway
Waterfront Radiation
South Bronx Greenway
Mix Used Roads
Complete the South Bronx Greenway linking the accessible waterfront areas and Randall’s Island.
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Evolutionary Sections in 2050
A-A’ Section in 2050
B-B’ Section in 2050
C-C’ Section in 2050
The South Bronx Greenway proposal released in 2006 intends 
to offer a newly sustainable connection in the South Bronx 
waterfront. Combined with Randall’s Island Connector, South 
Bronx Greenway could expand to be a green corridor that links 
with Manhattan.
A-A’
B-
B’
C-
C’
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2080 Zoning Plan Function Diagram
Shoreline
Linear Wetland Park
Sports Park
Adaptive Construction
Productive Aquaculture
South Bronx Greenway
Railway
Non Motor Vehicle Roads
South Bronx Greenway
Adaptive Construction Radiation
Production Radiation
Waterfront Radiation
Mix Used Roads
Reconstruct the projected inundated areas and transform them into  new waterfront open spaces.
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Evolutionary Sections in 2080
B-B’ Section in 2080
A-A’ Section in 2080
C-C’ Section in 2080
With the expansion of inundated areas, the current industrial 
places have to establish a new way to survive, otherwise they 
will need to move to other place. In this period, we are going to 
develop new ways in which to use the place. 
A-A’B-
B’
C-
C’
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2010 Zoning Plan Function Diagram
Mix Used Roads
Adaptive Construction Radiation
Production Radiation
Waterfront Radiation
Commerce Radiation
Non Motor Vehicle Roads
South Bronx Greenway
Shoreline
Linear Wetland Park
Sports Park
Adaptive Construction
Productive Aquaculture
New Green Way
Adaptive Buildings
South Bronx Greenway
Commercial Service
New adaptive constructions would serve Port Morris and bring more functions to the changing 
shoreline.
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Evolutionary Sections in 2100
B-B’ Section in 2100
A-A’ Section in 2100
C-C’ Section in 2100
Due to the inundation area in Port Morris, this situation may 
lead to a new series of adaptive changes along the new 
shoreline and we would have new land use for Port Morris.  It 
would also rebuild its relationships with surrounding districts. 
A-A’B-
B’
C-
C’
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Section Perspective of New Port Morris
The adaptive construction would not only make Port Morris able to survive, but to also thrive amidst sea level 
rise to become a new connection in between Bronx and Manhattan.
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The inundation timeline has been an important scale in the new development 
of Port Morris. With regards to this, the new adaptive urban planning of Port 
Morris shows an evolutionary progress along the shoreline. This progress, 
running with the adaptive program, aims to reconstruct the connection 
between the Bronx and Manhattan.
The first stage of this adaptive plan is to build the inner connection in South 
Bronx. The South Bronx Greenway proposal released in 2006 intends to offer 
a newly sustainable connection in the South Bronx waterfront. Combined with 
Randall’s Island Connector, South Bronx Greenway could expand to be a green 
corridor that links with Manhattan.
Considering the periodical inundation that will happen in the future, the 
Greenway is going to combine the projected inundated areas and at the 
same time, provide a new tidal response function, in order to build the basic 
framework for Port Morris.
The second stage of reconstruction  is expected to be completed in 2080. 
With the expansion of inundated areas, the current industrial places have to 
establish a new way to survive, otherwise they will need to move to other 
place. In this period, we are going to develop new ways in which to use the 
place. According to the types of buildings and spaces, new functions will be 
set up within  the inundated areas. These new functions could help to develop 
the Greenway and, at the same time, generate new opportunities  for  Port 
Morris to prosper. For example, the new shoreline could be used to exploit 
aquaculture and entertainment programs, which would definitely convert Port 
Morris into a more influential district, which is no longer a purely industrial 
area.
Findings + Conclusions Assessment
Phase 3 continues to seek an adaptive method with which rebuild Port Morris. 
In order to explore the new scenarios of Port Morris, this phase starts from the 
design of evolutionary sections. Through the evolutionary sections happening 
in three time scales, this phase provides a new zoning plan of Port Morris. The 
new land use of Port Morris could generate the site to function in new ways 
while still making it available for use during inundation. 
The third stage is expected to be completed in 2100. Due to the inundation area 
in Port Morris, this situation may lead to a new series of adaptive changes along 
the new shoreline and we would have new land use for Port Morris.  It would also 
rebuild its relationships with surrounding districts. According to the tidal area, 
Port Morris may be able to utilize its land in new ways. Linear Greenway, Tidal 
Park, Productive Open Space, Adaptive Constructions with the new events, Port 
Morris would become a dynamic, tidal adaptive district which would provide 
more participating programs that would inspire people’s engagement with this 
place. The engagement would not only make Port Morris able to survive, but to 
also thrive amidst sea level rise to become a new connection in between Bronx 
and Manhattan.
6160
Overall Assessment
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Final Conclusions Final Assessment
When people need to face this growing global risk – Sea Level Rise - they may 
feel helpless and try to find a  way to stop the sea level rising. The intention 
of this thesis was to help  to overcome this fear, and instead build  confidence 
in relation to how we can live our lives   in conjunction with the sea level rise 
through the adaptive design of the urban context.
Port Morris has been  playing an important role in the industrial realm of New 
York City since 1842. The first railway was built there by Gouverneur Morris Jr. 
Its three mile long shoreline has been occupied by factories and warehouses. 
This kind of land use has caused a lot of issues in Port Morris, such as lots of 
traffic, air pollution and unvalued waterfront areas. Even if urban designers 
have proposed a variety of  design proposals for the re-development of Port 
Morris, there have not been any changes  until now. 
According to the New York City Data of Projected Sea Level Rise, Port Morris 
will be impacted in the coming decades. This situation would lead to the 
transformation of the shoreline in Port Morris. However, this projected sea 
level rise, which may seem like a threat to most parts of New York City, actually 
functions as a great opportunity for Port Morris to transform itself into a green 
connection between Manhattan and the Bronx. 
Through the study of the inundation map of Port Morris, this thesis aimed  to 
find  a solution to creating  an adaptive urban shoreline where citizens could 
still occupy the inundated places in sea level rise situations. According to the 
data obtained from the NOAA and the analysis of mapping,  future high tides 
are  predicted to be 9ft in 2050, 12ft in 2080 and 14ft in 2100. This future 
This thesis aimed  to create   new scenarios and possibilities for  Port Morris 
when the sea level rises. Through  researching  current issues and analysing 
projected inundated areas, this thesis provided   a new land-use map and 
future options  for  Port Morris.
In Phase 1, this thesis focused on the investigation of history and current issues 
of Port Morris. The findings and conclusion provided  a support to  future 
design proposals and guided  the direction of research in Phase 2.
In Phase 2, through the analysis of projected high tides, I was able to  build  a 
new typology for the shoreline in Port Morris. However, this typology lacked 
a systematic  framework, function and adaptive method. 
Phase 3 continues to seek a systematic adaptive method with which to rebuild 
Port Morris. In order to explore the new scenarios of Port Morris, this phase 
started  from the design of evolutionary sections. Through the evolutionary 
sections  in three time scales, this phase provided  a new zoning plan for  Port 
Morris. The new land use of Port Morris could make  the site  function in new 
ways, while still making it available for use during inundation. 
situation would definitely change the relationship between people and the 
shoreline. 
With regards to the inundation timeline, the new adaptive urban planning 
of Port Morris shows an evolutionary progress along the shoreline. The first 
stage of this adaptive plan is to build the inner connection in South Bronx. 
This stage intends to offer a newly sustainable connection in the South 
Bronx waterfront. Combined with Randall’s Island Connector, South Bronx 
Greenway could expand to be a green corridor that links with Manhattan. 
The second stage is expected to bring about  new ways in which to use 
the inundated places. According to the types of buildings and spaces in 
question, new functions will be set up to develop the Greenway and, at the 
same time, generate new opportunities for Port Morris to prosper. The third 
stage is expected to lead to a new series of adaptive changes along the 
new shoreline. This series  would also enable  relationships with surrounding 
districts to be rebuilt. Port Morris would become a dynamic, tidal-adaptive 
district that plays an important role in connecting Manhattan and Bronx, 
thriving in the context of a sea level rise.
For the future development of this thesis, I would think about the detailed 
design along the shoreline. It could start from some specific point, such 
as the soil condition or water contamination. By carrying out   research on 
this specific point, the  thesis could develop  a new stage and generate the 
potential ability to  utilize  inundated areas along the shoreline. Besides that, 
my  thesis could further consider other  new programs,  apart from parks and 
green spaces, which could help to build a functionally versatile framework, 
helping this place truly thrive in the context of the Sea Level Rise.
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